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Abstract 

The Malaysian Educ(ltion Policy accords tile "l!:-tlllS of main medium of 
1l1s!rUC!iOIl to Mahly aod the s.L1lus of �;('cond most im.portalll language 
to English. While a fonnJ.ltl.�d bUingu;ll policy 1S nOt yet in place, Eng!i�h 
is used .. IS a medlilm of insU"uction for various academic olsciplin.:s at 
the tertiary level. Ar lhe University of Malaya, vallo\ls course<: at the 
undergraduate le"el at the Faculties of MedlClJle, Demistry. Engineering 

and Law ilrc l:wgh! in English. The. lise of English ;15 a medium of 

ill�rrucljon at the postgraduate level is widespreao :lIld dissertations a! 

[be Masters and PhD levels are allowed to the written ill rvh1Jay or 
English. 

This paper reports the OUtCome of n sunJcy conducted on Iht'! use Qi l<1nguG.ses) 
especially Malay and Eng)i$h.:ls mediums orinstl'uctiol1 across the t 7 faculties-. 
academies and cenrres of the University of Malaya. The role ofLhe.�e languages 

ir: res�;l,rch and 3dminislration is also discussed. Questionnaires and inte.rvlews 

with Deans and the IcachlJ1g staff from the vrtrious Jnstirutlons provided tile 

necessary data to support the contention that hilinguaJi.':im is practiced to a 

grerlle!" (lr lesser d�grcc Jl the Univcl":"ny of M:Jiaya. The. pape.r also tr2ce.'llhe 

barkground [() the chJngc in policy thol now places greaier emphasis on the 

uset)fRnglish in Malaysian universllies. 
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Introduction 

Malaysia is a multi-ethnic, multilingual country with a population of about 
23.27 million people, according to figures released by the Statistics Department 
(based on the 2000 census). Of the total population of Malaysia, 94.1 % are 
Malaysian citizens while the remaining 5.9% comprise foreign nation3ls. Of 
the total Malaysian citizens, 65.1 % are Bumiputera which mainly comprises 
Malays and mher minority indigenous groups. 26% are Chinese, 77% are 
Indians and the remaining 1.2% comprises 'Others' who do not fall within the 
earlier-mentioned ethnic groups. 

In Malaysia, language is very much an integral part of ethnicity and 
gi ven the multi-ethnic nature o!'the population, linguistic pluralism is still very 
much the dominant linguistic state of the country. To understand better the 
role and the use of the different languages in higher education today, it is 
necessary to first understand the development of the language situation in 
modern Malaysian history "'" 

"-
The Language Scenery of Post-Colonial Malaysia 

Throughout the English colonial rule of Malaya, the English language was the 
national language and the only official language recognised. At independence 
in 1957, a quadrilingllal education system existed: English, Malay, Chinese and 
Tamil schools had been set up resulting in the Malays, Chinese and Indians 
being educated in their own language and the urban-elite of the 3 groups, in 
English. Divisions, thus, had been created in Malayan society as a result of the 
establishment of these vernacular schools which reinforced the group identity 
of each of the three major ethnic groups. 

Language policy and language planning in a multi-ethnic and multilingual 
country like Malaysia is extremely important. Linguistic unity is often 
considered the basis for national identity and with independence, Malaysia 
sought to establish one language as the national language. Malay, the language 
of the majority, was to be the national language of the newly independent 
country which, until that time, had no common language among its very diverse 
population. 

The first educational report, known as the Razak Report (1956) and 
subsequently the Rahman Talib Report (1960) emphasised the learning of Malay 
and the use of the Malay language as a means of uniting the various ethnic 
groups. While the Government sought to gradually introduce Malay as the 
national language, it continued to maintain other local languages as a means of 
ensuring that every child was able to function in more than one language. At 
the primary school level, Chinese and Tamil schools continued to exist alongSide 
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Malay and English schools. English and Malay, however, were made compulsory 
subjects in the curriculum of all schools. Education at the secondary level 
was conducted mainly in the medium of one of the two official languages, 

Malay and English, with thc intention of ultimately using the nutional language 
as the main medium of instruction. 

In 1969, a period of radical Malay nationalism began; various Malay 
groups began demanding the enforcement of Ihe national language policy as 
English was seen as a threat to Mala.t, This marked the beginning of a gradual 

process to make Malay the sole mcdiuITh,rinstruction in all secondary schools 
up to tertiary level. Chinese and Tamil schools, however, continued to be 
retained at primary level. While Malay is accorded the status of main medium 
of instruction, the Malaysian Education Policy accords the status of second 
language to English, that is, the second most important language after the 
nalional language. English, thus, is a compulsory subject 10 be taught in all 
primary and secondary schools. This is not due to Malaysia's colonial past but 
because of the importance of English as a language of wider communication, 
a language of advanced science and technology and a language for international 
trade and commerce. 

Language in Tertiary Education 

The passing of the Education Enactment Bill 1971 paved the way for a common 
education system for all, using Malay as the medium of instruction up to 
university level. 1983 wilnessed the entry of the first batch of undergraduate 
students into local uni versities who had undergone secondary education in the 
Malay medium. While the national language policy also applies to education at 
tertiary level, the practice is somewhat different. In many of the Malaysian 
universities, English has always been and still is the medium of instruction for 
various academic disciplines. English is still widely used in lectures, tutorials 
and seminars at the advanced levels and for research purposes. Regulations 
however, require that universities obtain the permission of the King for the use 
of English at the undergraduate level and permission has always been granted. 

In December 1993, former Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad announced 
a policy which allowed greater use of English in universities and colleges for 
the teaching of the sciences. The Prime Minister's vision for the country by 
2020, namely industrialised nation status, as well as the major role English 
plays in the field of science and technology may have prompted the introduction 
of this policy 

In August 1995, a guideline on the use of English was issued by the 
Minister of Education to universities and institutions of higher learning. 
Universities could determine the percentage of their courses to be taught in 
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English in accordance with the relevance and needs of the use of the language. 
In addition, tOlal use of English is permitted in the case of courses taught by 
foreign academic staff or in the case of postgraduate courses attended by 
foreign students. Universities were also encouraged to increase the use of 
English in tutorials, seminars and assignment.;;, 

In the light of the above-mentioned developments, this study was 
undel1aken to investigate the role and the use of languages, especially English 
and Malay, at tertiary level, namely at the University of Malaya in Kuala Lumpur. 

The University of Malaya 

The University of Malaya, the first University of Malaysia, was initially 
established in Singapore on 8 October 1949 as a national institution to serve 
the higher educatioo needs of the then Federation of Malaya aod Singapore. As 
a result of very rapid growth during the lirst decade of its establishment, a 
decision was made to set up two autonomous Divisions is 1959, one located 
io Singapore and the other in Kuala Lumpur. In 1960, the government of the 
two territories initiated the move to change the status of the Divisions into that 
of a national university Legislation was passed in 1961 founding the University 
of Malaya on I" January 1962. 

Currently, the University comprises 12 faculties, 2 academies and 3 
...... 

cenlres. They are as follows. 

Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences, Faculty of Built Environment, Faculty 
of Business and Accountancy, Faculty of Computer Science and 
Information Technology, Faculty of Dentistry, Faculty of Economics 
and Administration, Faculty of Education, Faculty of Engineering, Faculty 
of Languages and Linguistics, Faculty of Law, Faculty of Medicine, 
Faculty of Science, 
Academy of Islamic Studies, Academy of Malay Studies 
Cultural Centre, Centre for Foundation Studies in Science, Sports Centre 

The student enrolment stands at 28,618 smdents as of the 2004/2005 

academic session. The majority, that is, 19,442 are attending undergraduate 
programmes. Of this number, 12,972 are female students and 6,470 are male 
students, 

WI,jle Malay is the official language of the University and the main medium 
of instruction in most faculties, English is the second most important language 
used, 
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The Role and the Use of the Various Languages 

In order to ascertain the extent to which English and/or other languages are 

used alongside Malay for purposes of teaching both at undergraduate and 

postgraduate levels as well as for purposes of administration and n::scarch1 a 

questionnaire was designed by the authors and administered to all faculties, 

academies and centres. The respondents of this survey are the Dcan:) and 

Directors of the various institutions as well as their Heads of Departments. 

With regard to the medium of instruction, the questionnaire sought to obtain 

information concerning the programmes and the courses offered. the language 

or languages used for the teaching of the various courses and the proportion 

of the programme conducted in a language other than Malay Reasons for 

using a language other than Malay also oeeded to be established. 

I 
(3) Instruction at Undergraduate Level 

Of the 17 faculties, academies and centres, only 3 conduct their 

undergraduate programmes in Malay only, namely the Academy of 

Malay Studies, the Faculty of Economics and Administration and 

the Cultural Centre. While the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences 

also conducts all its courses in Malay, an exception is made with 

regard to 3 specific programmes: English Literature, Chinese Studies 

and Indian Studies whereby 70% of the these programmes are 

conducted in English, Mandarin and Tamil respectively 

4 faculties conduct about 9OClo of their undergraduate courses in 

Malay and the remaining 10% in English or another language. At the 

Academy of Islamic Studies. for instance, 8.5(J(J of the courses afe 

conducted in Arabic. At the Faculty of Science, the remaining 10'7< 
of the courses are conducted in English. This is -also the case at the 

Faculty of Education with the exception of 3 specific programmes. 

the Teaching of English as a Second Language, the Teaching of 

Tamil and the Teaching of Chinese where 70% of these courses are 

conducted in English, Tamil and Mandarin respectively 

2 other faculties which use Malay to a large extent as the medium 

of instruction include the Sports Centre and the Faculty of 

Engineering. At the Sports Centre, 70% of its degree programme is 

conducted in Malay with the remaining 30% in English. At the 

Engineering Faculty, 6Y7() of the programmes are conducted in 

Malay and the rcmaining 35'7< in English. At the Faculty of Dentistry, 
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50%, of its programmes are conducted in !v-lalay and the r emaining 

50% 1I1 F.ngli�h. 

The rClila ining faculties are inclined lo .... .:ards using Engli�h or other 

languages to a greater cxtenl as the language ()f inStruction of its 

lIndergraduate pr ogrammes .  At the Fac ult y of' L:tI1guagc5 and 

Linguistics, only 23% of the courSes in the Bachelor of L:1ngu�gcs 

and Lin gu haics programme are conducted in Malay while the 

remaining 77'10 arc conducted in one or the COilowing C) languages: 

Arnbic, English, French, German, (Iallan, Japancsl!. Mandtll'ln, 

Spanish 01' Tamil, depenciIng 011 the language stream the students 

have opted for. The Faculty also offers an unclergnlduate degree 

programme in Languages and Linguislic� with E-ducmioll (Chinese 

lHnguage). 70'.'?) or the courses are conducted in Chinese. At the 

Faculty of Computer Science and Illformation Technology, 60% of 

liS Cour�cs :-Ire cunducted in English and lhe rem<lini ng 40% in 

Malay. At the Faculty of Buill Environment, 65% of irs COurSes are 

conducted ill English and only 35% in :",1[118Y. 

The following 3 faculties have determined the Janguclge to be used 

during lect ure s and tUlorials Or in parti<.:uiar yt.!ars of the 

unt..lergraduate programme. At [he Faculty of Lmv. all lectures arc 

c0!1duct(;d in "Malay while all tutorials are conducted in English 111 a1\ 
3 years of the progra mm e .  At the Faculty of I3usiness and 

Accountancy. all lectures arc conducted in Malay and all tutorial:-. in 

English in the first y<.:ar. In the second year \vhile all tutorials nre 

�tdl conducted in English. 50% of th\! lectures nrc now conducted 

in English as well. fn the final y�ar. all lectures and lUwrials arc 

c()nductc d in English. Al Ihe Faculty of MediCine. 80% of the 

programme IS conducted in Malay and 20% in English in the first 

year. In the second year, 50% is ill EngliSh and the remainin g 50t7/0 
is in M alay. In Ihe clinical years. that IS, from the third 10 the fifth 

year, the courses are conductcu in English . 

(b) Instruction at Postgraduate Level 

At po�tgraduate level, the usc of En gli sh is definitely more prevalent. 

fn almost all cases, with a few exceptions, students have the opllon 

of wriling lheir thesis in English or in M alay. At the. Academy of 

Islamic Studies :lnd the Academy of Malay Studies, Mal,ty is still. 
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understandably, the language of instruction for the taught portion 

of the programme and theses are written in Malay as well. 

At the Faculty of Languages and Linguistics, with the exception of 

the Master of English as a Second Language, about half of the 

postgraduate courses are taught in English. At the Cultural Centre 

as well as at the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences, approximately 

50% of the taught portion is conducted in English and the remaining 

50% in Malay, depending on the programme in question. At the 

Faculty of Education, approximately 80% of the taught portion is 

conducted in English and 20% in Malay. 

In a l l  other faculties, i e the faculties of Economics and 

Administration, Business and Accountancy, Science, Computer 

Science and Information Technology, Law, Dentistry and Medicine, 

the taught portion of the postgraduate programme is conducted in 

English. At theFaculty of Built Environment as well as at the Faculty 

of Engine�, postgraduate programmes are conducted only by 

research ynd theses are wrinen mainly in English. 

(c) Research and Puhlication 

The questionnaire also sought 10 obtain information regarding the 

language used by academics for purposes of their own research 

and publication. The trend is similar to that of instruction; where 

the use of English is widespread for purposes of instruction, almost 

all research and publication by the teaching staff is in English. Again 

the exception is the case of Malay Studies, Islamic Studies and the 

Arts and Social Sciences where the use of Malay is more prevalent. 

At Ihe Academy of Islamic Studies, Arabic is also used while at the 

Faculty of Languages and Linguistics, foreign languages may be 

used by the lecturers in their research for the purpose of international 

conferences and publications overseas. 

(d) Administration 

However, with regard 10 the language used for purposes of 

administration, that is for purposes of correspondence, meetings, 

communication with students etc, Malay is more widely used as it 

is the official language of the University. In almost all cases, Malay 

was listed as the main language for administration. However, many 
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faculties indicatcd that meelings were conducted in both Malay and 
English as code-switching was cnmmon. 

Discussion 

What is obvious from the figures presented is that faculties offering professional 
degrees in areas like medicine, law, architecture, business and accounting, 
dentistry, information technology and engineering are inclined towards using 
English as the main language of instruction while faculties that offer general 
degrees in areas such as the sciences. the humanities, education and 
administration use Malay to a greater degree. 

One reason cited for this is that the use of English in the former would 
allow these professional courses and the degrees conferred to be recognised 
by international certifying bodies. Many other reasons were cited for the 
widespread use of English in the above-mentioned faculties Textbooks, 
reference materials and journals that students are required to use or refer to 
are mainly in English. Another reason given is that employers. especially in the 
private sector, are inclined towards employing graduates who are proficient in 
English and who have undergone a major ponion of their programme in English. 
In cCltain faculties like in the Faculties of Medicine, Dentistry, Built Environment 
and Engineering, the employmenVof several expatriate lecturers on contractual 
basis make it necessary for the courses they taught to be conducted in English 
as they are only well-versed in English. The Faculty of Law cited 'tradition' as 
a reason for conducting all tutorials in English. 

In the case of postgraduate programmes. in addition to the reasons 
mentioned above, 2 other reasons were cited for the wide-spread use of English 
as the language of instruction and research. One reason is due to the fact that 
external examiners appointed for most postgraduate programmes are foreign 
academics who are only proficient in English. The other reason is the presence 
of foreign students in these programmes. One of the aims of the University of 
Malaya is to become the regional centre of academic excellence and in achieving 
this aim. steps have been taken to attract more foreign students to enroll in the 
postgraduate course offered which necessitates the usc of English, an 
international language, as the language of instruction and research. 

An interesting phenomenon that requires mention here is that of code
switching, a practice common among many lecturers, not only in an informal 
context, but also in the classroom, with the exception of language instruction. 
While some lecturers profess to teaching in the national language, Malay, it is 
not uncommon during the course of a lecture to switch to English to clarify a 
point, to explain terminology or to answer a question and then to switch back 
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10 Malay. The reason for this is that many senior lecturers who were trained 
abroad are more at ease in English than in Malay 

The use of English for purposes of research and publication is fairly 
obvious; refereed journals in the fields of medicine and dentistry, engineering, 
law, architecture, science, business and economics arc in English. Similarly, 
the language of most international conferences, seminars and workshops held 
in and outside Malaysia is English. Naturally, academics wishing to rcport 
findings of their research in journals or at conferences have to do so in English. 

The usc of Malay for purposes of administration is in line with the national 
language policy whereby Malay is used for all official purposes by virtue of 
the fact that it is the national language. Although all official correspondence 
within the University and with government agencies is in Malay, correspondence 
with the private sector is very often in English. 

sbncIUSion 

The University of Malaya is undeniably bilingual. Both Malay and English arc 
used for purposes of instruction, resenrch and publication, to a greater or 
lesser degree, depending on the programme in question. [n spite of the national 
language policy that places the Malay language in a dominant position, English 
continues to play a major role in higher education. 

This trend is likely to continue. In fact, it is possible that English may be 
given greater prominence in time to come. This is in view of the fact that as of 
I" January 2003, as a result of a decision taken by the Malaysian Government, 
English is once again the medium of instruction for Mathematics and Science 
in all primary and secondary schools beginning with Primary I, Secondary [ 
and Lower Six in 2003. The decision to implement the use of English as the 
language of instruction for Math and Science stems from the realisation that if 
Malaysia is to remain competitive at the international 1evel in all areas and 
sectors, especially in the field of science and technology, it must be able to 
access the vast amounts of information and knowledge currently available in 
English. 

This decision will have long term consequences on the language situation 
in higher education in Malaysia. A case in point: the Centre for Foundation 
Studies in Science at the University of Malaya, a pre-undergraduate science 
centre, which currently conducts all its courses in Malay is already making 
plans to gradually switch to English so that by 2008, when the first batch of 
students learning Math and Science in English at Secondary I enter the 
programme, all courses offered at this centre will be in English. Faculties are 
also encouraged to introduce more courses in English to enable students to be 
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exposed to the language. However, it is envisaged that Malay will continue to 

maintain its stronghold in the humanities. 
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1. Instruction at Unde"graduate Level 

�o. I"acu I ty/A COl dcmy/Ccn trc l\1:tin l.allJ..:U<l�C Hf lnslruclioll (in%) 

M:-tlay En�lish Olhers 

Academy of Malay Siudies .00 

2. Faculty of t:collomic.!. and Admini.!.lr<Jtioll 100 

3. Cultural Centre 100 

, Centre for foundatiun Studies In Sel1':!IlCC 100 . 

5 Facully of Arts & Social Scient.:cs 100 
English Literature 30 70 
Chinc�e Studies 30 70 [�;Jndarinl 

Indi'ln Studies 30 70 [Tamil] 

G At.:<Jdemy of 1�lamic Studies 91.5 851Arabicl 

7 rand!)' of Science 90 10 

8 F<lculty of Education YO 10 

TE5L 30 70 
Teaching of Tami] 30 7iJ [Tamil] 
Tl'aching of Chinese .10 70 IMandannJ 

9 Sporl'> Centre 70 30 

10 faculty of Engineering 65 35 

11 r,Jcuhy of Dentistry 50 50 

12. Faculty of Languages and Linguistics 23 77 [Arabic] 

[EnglishJ 
I Fn:nchl 
[German] 

[ltali�ml 
IJap:lllcscl 
[M:.IIHbrin l 
!Spanish) 
[Tal11ill 

Teaching of Chinese 70 [Chinese] 

I; Faculty or Computer Sdcncc & 40 60 
inrnrmatinn Technology 

14. FacIlity of Ouilt EnvironOlcnl 35 6S 

15 hell!!Y of La\\-" 100 II.) 100 IT) 

16 Paculty of Business :md Accountancy 
I" Y�'ar 

2"d Year 100 (L) 100 (T) 
501L) 50 IT) 

3'" Year 100 IT) 

100 
I L&T) 

Ii Fa�uhy of Medicine 
i" Year 80 20 
2·d Year 50 50 
Jr.1 _ 5"' Yl'ars 100 
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1. Jnstruction at Postgraduate Level 

No. FaCtiI, y/ A cad cmy/Ccnlre Main L�ll1gll�ge of Instruction 
for Taught Portion (iu%) 

M�ilay English Others 

I Academy of Malay Sltldies 100 

-;:---2. r;:�ademy of Islamic Swdic-s 100 

3 CullUral Cenrre 50 50 

4 Faculty of Ans & Social Sciences SO 50 

5 Faeuhy of L.1ngunges and Linguislics 50 50 -

6 FacullY of E.dl!c�tian 20 80 

7 Faculty of Economics :md Adminish:llio!l 100 

8 Facully of l3usiness nnd Accaul'lHl.llcy 100 

9 Faculty of Science 100 

10 Faclllty of Computer Science & - 100 
Information Technology 

11 P:tCUllY of L:lw 100 

12. Pacuhy of DelHisuy 100 

13 FacullY of Medicine 100 

14. Faculty of Bl!ilL Environrneul (By rCSC:1fch only) 

15 Paculty of Engineering (By rCSC:lrch only) 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 

Bilingualism and Multilingualism at the University of Malaya 

Please answer all questions. 

I. Faculty· 

2. Deparlmen l: 

3. Programme(s) of study offered. 

(a) Undergraduate Programme: (i) 

(ii) 
(iii) 

(b) Postgraduate Programme: (i) 
(ii) 

(iii) 

4. Main lnngu3ge of instruction for the programme(s) listed in (3) above, number 
and percentage of the courses within the programme taught in this language: 

(a) Undergraduate Programme: 

(i) 
(ii) 

(iii) 

Language 

(b) Postgraduate Programme: 

(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 

Language 

No. % 

No. % 

5. Other language(s) of instruction used for Ihe programme(s) listed in (3) above. 

number and percentage of the courses wiLhin the programme taught in this 
language: 
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(3) Undergraduate Programme: 

(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 

(b) 

(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 

Language 

Postgraduate Programme: 

Language 

No. 

No. 

% 

% 

6. If a language other than Bahasa Melayu is used as a language of instruction, 

please explain reason(s) for using the language: 

(i) 

(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 

7 List the languages used for purposes of administration (e.g. correspondence, 

announcements, meetings etc.) within your faculty/department in order of 
frequency of use: 

(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 

8. List the languages used for purposes of research and publication by members 

of your faculty/department ill order of frequency of use: 

(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 

We would be grateful if you could attach the list of courses offered under the 
various undergraduate and postgraduate programmes at your faculty/department, 

highlighting those courses taught in a langu<1ge other than Bahasa M'elayu. 

We thank you for your cooperation. 
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Multilingualism at the University of Malaya 

Please answer all questions. 

Please answer all questions. 

I. Faculty: 

2. Department: 

3. Programme(s) of sltldy offered: 

(3) Undergraduate PrograIII Ille: 

Name of Programme 

(I) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(b) Postgraduate Programme: 

Kame of Programme 

(i) 

(id 

(iii) 

(iv) 

�o. of cour�es offered 

under programme 

1'\0. of coun.es offercu 
under programme. 
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4. Main language of instruction for the programme(s) lisled in (3) above, number 
and percemage of the courses within the programme taught in this language: 

(a) Undergraduate Programme: 

Main language of instruction No. of courses % of COurses 

for the programme taught in this taught in this 
listed in (3) language language 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 
--f-----

(iv) 

(b) POSlgraduate Programme: 

Main language of instruction No. of courses % of courses , 

for the programme taught in this taught in this i 
lisled in (3) language language I 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 
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5. Other languages(s) of instruction useu for the programmc(s) listed in (3) 

above, llumber and percentage of the courses within the programme taught in 

this language: 

(rt) Undergraduate Programme: 

Main language of instruction No. of course<.; % of courses 

for (he programme taught in this taught in this 

listed in (3) language language 

(i) 

(ii) 

(i ii) 

(iv) 

(b) Postgraduate Programme: 

Main language of instruclion No. 01" COllr<.;cs % or courses, 

for (he programme tallght in thIs taught in this 

lIsted in (3) lallguage iallgu.lge 

(i) 

(iJ) 

(iii) 

(iv) 
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6. If J. l:lIlguage other thnn Bahasa Me1ayu is u">ed as :l language of instruction. 
please explain reason(s) for Llsing the language: 

(i) 
(i i) 
(IIi) 
(iv) 

(v) 

7 List the languages used for purposes of administration (e.g. correspondence. 

annoullcements, meetings etc.) within your faculty/department in order of 
frequency of lise: 

(i) 

(II) 
(iIi) 

8. List the lungunges used for purposes of research and publication by Illcmbers 

of your faculty/department in order of frequency of Ll�e: 

(i) 
(ii) 

(iii) 

We would be grateful jf you could att�tch the list of courses offered under the 
various tmdergraduate and postgraduate programmes at YOllr faculty/ department, 

highligilling those courses raught in a language other thall Bahasa Melayu. 

Please return the completed questionaire to: 
Dean 

Faculty of L.:"Inguages and Lingub(ic':> 

UniverSity of Malaya 

at Ihe Ime$! by 7 May 2003 

\\:'e thank YOll for your cooperation. 
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